Objectives: Mesial temporal lobe epilepsy syndrome (MTLE) with specific electrophysiological and clinical characteristics and hippocampal sclerosis (HS) on MRI is considered the prototype of a syndrome with good surgical prognosis. Ictal onset zones in MTLE have been found to extend outside the hippocampus and neocortical seizures often involve mesial structures. It can, thus, be questioned whether MTLE with HS is different from lesional temporal epilepsies with respect to electro-clinical characteristics and surgical prognosis. We assessed whether MTLE with HS is distinguishable from lesional TLE and which criteria determine surgical outcome.
| INTRODUCTION
Early recognition of mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE) is important as it is considered the prototype of an epileptic syndrome suited for surgical referral and treatment. [1] [2] [3] MTLE is usually diagnosed based on the presence of several electrophysiological and clinical (electroclinical) signs and symptoms (seizure semiology), accompanied by the presence of hippocampal sclerosis (HS) on MRI. 4, 5 Diagnosing MTLE, however, can be difficult with no diagnostic rule to define the electro-clinical syndrome. 5 Evidence is lacking on how many, and which specific, electro-clinical criteria are needed for its diagnosis and whether HS is a prerequisite. Structural lesions, such as a tumour, cortical dysplasia, vascular or ischaemic lesion, near the mesial temporal structures may exist or co-occur with HS, that is "dual pathology,"
and give rise to similar electro-clinical signs and symptoms. 3 This may be explained by the fact that complex temporo-insular and temporoopercular networks may be involved in seizure generation, and ictal onset zones may extend outside the hippocampus, 6, 7 as shown by intracerebral EEG recordings 8, 9 and neuroimaging studies. 10, 11 Lesional TLE may thus resemble MTLE due to HS and may have similar prospects regarding surgical outcome. 12 Yet, as a whole, people with MTLE with HS still form the largest group being surgically treated.
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We aimed to assess whether MTLE due to HS was different from lesional causes of TLE with respect to electro-clinical criteria and surgical outcome. We also assessed whether the underlying aetiology or electro-clinical criteria could predict surgical outcome. Figure 1 ).
| METHODS
| Population and setting
The study has been approved by the local ethics committee. These characteristics are commonly used and considered important from a clinical diagnostic perspective. 5, 15, 16 Their prognostic value was assessed by multivariable logistic regression analysis with backward selection using a P-value of <.10, which was chosen to maximize the proportion of authentic independent variables. 17 The model fit was calculated by the Hosmer-Lemeshow test. Results from FDG-PET and SPECT were excluded from analysis to avoid selection bias as they
| Data collection
were not performed in all individuals.
We estimated how many people fulfilled all nine electro-clinical criteria, and whether the corresponding proportion with seizure freedom 2 years post-surgery depended on the number of MTLE criteria fulfilled. We then assessed which electro-clinical and radiological criteria were predictive of seizure freedom 2 years post-surgery using multivariable logistic regression analysis with backward selection using a P-value of <.10. Missing values were imputed by multiple imputation techniques to prevent biased estimates of results. Statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS statistics for Windows, version 20.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY, USA).
| RESULTS
Of the 389 people included, 57% (221) had "HS only" on MRI, 37%
(142) presented with a temporal lesion and dual pathology was present in 7% (26) (Figure 1 ). Compared with histological findings, available for analysis in 93% (361), the accuracy of MRI in detecting HS was 82%. The accuracy of 3.0T MRI (≥1996) was slightly higher (86%)
than that of 1.5T MRI (<1996) (77%), although this was not statistically significant (P=.09). The accuracy of MRI in detecting a lesion was 73%, 75% for 3.0T and 71% for 1.5T MRI (P=.43).
Baseline characteristics are presented in Table 1 . The median duration between epilepsy onset and surgery was 21 years. Most people (69%) had their first non-febrile seizure before the age of 14 years (median 10; IQR 4-17), presented with temporal seizure semiology with automatisms (83%), postictal memory deficits or confusion (89%) and interictal (70%) and ictal (85%) temporal abnormalities on EEG.
People with "HS only" were younger at seizure onset (median 8 vs 13 years) but older at surgery (median 34 vs 31.5 years) than people with "lesional" TLE. They more frequently had a history of febrile seizures and memory dysfunction and presented with automatisms and contralateral dystonic posturing; additionally, FDG-PET and complete amygdalohippocampectomy were more frequently performed in those with "HS only" (Table 1) . A younger age at seizure onset, a history of febrile seizures, contralateral dystonic posturing and memory dysfunction were independently predictive of the presence of "HS only" and may distinguish it from lesional TLE ( Table 2) . The model fit indicated reasonable calibration (P=.18).
In both groups, about two-thirds (67% HS only and 69% lesional TLE) was seizure-free (Engel class 1) 2 years post-surgery. Percentages for those who became seizure-free differed per lesion type: 42% for gliosis/trauma, 60% for lesions not further specified with respect to its pathology, 64% for a vascular or ischaemic lesion, 74% for those with a tumour and 100% for a cortical dysplasia; however, absolute numbers for different types of lesions were small and results may vary according to the type of resection.
Complete seizure freedom (Engel class 1A) was achieved in about half, with no difference between "HS only" (49%) and "lesional" TLE (52%) ( Table 3 ). Rates of seizure freedom for those with dual pathology were somewhat lower; 58% had an Engel class 1 score 2 years post-surgery and only 27% was completely seizure-free (Engel class 1A), indicating more complex pathology. than those with lesional TLE (median 5). People fulfilling more electroclinical MTLE criteria were not more likely to become seizure-free, with 67% of those fulfilling up to four criteria being seizure-free and 64% of those fulfilling more than eight criteria. This was irrespective of radiological findings (data not shown). 
| DISCUSSION
| Principal findings
Fifty-seven per cent of our sample fulfilled a diagnosis of MTLE when defined by the single criterion of the presence of HS without other lesions. People with "HS only" can be distinguished from people with lesional TLE based on criteria such as a younger age at seizure onset, a history of febrile seizures, memory dysfunction and a "temporal" seizure semiology including contralateral dystonic posturing. These have frequently been associated with MTLE with HS, 4 although, unlike earlier reports, interictal temporal epileptiform EEG discharges did not differ between our groups. 15 These criteria are certainly not exclusive for "HS only." 18 About 30%-60% of individuals with "lesional" TLE in our population also fulfilled these criteria. Diagnostically, the MTLE syndrome cannot be regarded as unitary syndrome and is thus not easy to define, unless reduced to its radiological or aetiological features.
Even if MTLE with HS may be distinguished from lesional TLE, it
does not seem to have a more favourable surgical prognosis. Due to the small numbers of the different types of lesional TLEs, we did not differentiate into subgroups. We acknowledge that there may be differences in surgical outcome between the various lesion types, due to differences in aetiology or differences in type or location of resection.
We found no difference between the lesional TLEs, when grouped together, and MTLE with HS. This result, as well as those from other studies, 19, 20 challenges the view that HS is associated with a greater chance of post-operative seizure freedom compared with other aetiologies. Differences in surgical outcomes may be explained by differences in epilepsy duration from onset to definitive surgery as a longer duration has been found associated with worse post-operative seizure freedom rates. 20, 21 In our cohort, people with HS had a longer duration than those with lesional TLE (24 years vs 14 years), which may have decreased the surgical success rates in those with HS, resulting in more similar rates of seizure freedom compared with lesional TLEs.
This was, however, not assessed.
Two-thirds were free of disabling seizures 2 years after surgery, which is in line with earlier reports. [22] [23] [24] Several electro-clinical criteria have been hypothesized to predict surgical outcome. [25] [26] [27] Recently, a nomogram was developed that included four to six criteria (depending on the outcome) to predict seizure freedom (complete or Engel class I) after surgery. 26 This study demonstrated, amongst others, differences in surgical outcome between patients with mesial temporal sclerosis and other lesions as pathological cause and also temporal interictal EEG discharges to predict surgical outcome. 26 These criteria have been reported earlier 12,25,27 but could not be confirmed in other studies, 28, 29 nor in our study. Other potential predictors, such as generalized tonic-clonic seizures, [25] [26] [27] were not assessed in our review as we specifically studied those criteria associated with the MTLE syndrome. Conflicting findings may reflect differences in design, selection criteria, sample size and outcome definitions. 27 These differences in methodology thus largely impede direct comparison of results.
We did not find any electro-clinical criteria nor aetiology being predictive of surgical outcome. Rates of post-surgical seizure freedom were also not worse in people presenting with extratemporal or atypical electro-clinical features. 16 This suggests that although electroclinical criteria are important in the diagnosis of TLE and may be used to distinguish MTLE from lesional TLE, they do not seem relevant at referral for surgery. Our findings support the idea that MTLE with HS is part of the broad spectrum of TLEs with related signs and symptoms, 6 rather than a sharply delineated and distinguishable syndrome with a particularly favourable surgical prognosis.
| Strengths and weaknesses
Our data comprise a complete, nationwide cohort of people who un- detection of abnormalities seem to rely more on the experience of the reviewers than on the scanning technique itself. 31, 32 In our series, we found the accuracy of MRIs before 1996 (1.5T) was lower than after 1996 (3T), but this difference failed to reach statistical significance and thus would not have greatly influenced our classification.
A potential limitation was that we grouped people into "HS only"
or "lesional" TLE based on preoperative MRI reports and did not rely on histopathology, which is the "gold standard". A "negative MRI" may be misleading as abnormalities can be missed. 33 Conversely, a diagnosis of HS can also be missed if en bloc resection fails and only tissue fragments are available for histopathological examination. The accuracy of MRI compared with histopathology was quite good (82% for HS and 73% for other structural lesions). When results were based on histopathological diagnosis, 2-year post-surgical seizure freedom rates were in line (66% for HS and 69% for lesional TLE) with those based on MRI diagnosis. As prediction of surgical outcome is only clinically relevant presurgically, when histopathology is not yet available, we presented the results based on MRI diagnosis, to reflect clinical practice.
The minimal difference (2%) in surgical outcome between the groups suggests that even a larger study sample is unlikely to show a clinically relevant difference. The ultimate outcome in epilepsy surgery, however, is complete seizure freedom including antiepileptic drug (AED) withdrawal, as continued drug use might mask surgical cure. 34 There may be differences between our groups with respect to AED continuation after surgery. AEDs are usually continued for at least 2 years post-surgery due to fear of seizure recurrence that may be difficult to control. 35 This prevented analysis of surgical cure rates at 2-year follow-up and requires further assessment over a longer time period. We limited our analysis to a 2-year follow-up. Longer follow-up for example for 5 or 10 years was only available for a small subset of less than half of the subjects. This may be due to the fact that subjects return to their referring physician. A further difficulty is that there is no consensus on AED (dis-) continuation hampering the assessment of complete seizure freedom.
It is possible that people with electro-clinical features suggestive of MTLE were more likely to be referred for presurgical evaluation and diagnosed with temporal abnormalities on MRI. This may have resulted in referral bias in which people with a lesion are more similar to people with "HS only" and would explain our inability to find electroclinical differences between groups. As this is the standard diagnostic workup, this will hold for any surgical series and such a bias will be difficult to avoid. What pleads against such bias is that none of the electro-clinical criteria for MTLE was, even cumulatively, associated with surgical outcome. This suggests that even if those with "lesional" epilepsy in our cohort are more similar to those with "HS only," this would not have influenced their probability of surgical success. 
| Conclusion
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